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Supplementary Figure 1. Distribution of the number of unique vessels per grid cell.
(First row) Annual aggregate (A) worldwide and (B) in the Arctic; (second row) for
September (C) worldwide and (D) in the Arctic. The dashed black line is a guide to the
eye showing a power-law decay of the probability to find Nv vessels in a grid cell:
P(Nv)~ Nv-α with α=2.34 for (a) and (c) and α=2.15 for (b) and (d).

Supplementary Figure 2. Shipping along the Northeast Passage (NEP). Average
number of different types of vessels ships along the Northeast Passage (empty symbols)
and the number of transits along the Northern Sea Route (filled symbol) between 2011
and 2014. The average number of ships is calculated by first aggregating the number of
vessels per grid cell for latitudes larger than 66.5 °N and then averaging for longitudes
in the range 90-180 °E. The number of transits along the Northern Sea Route were
obtained from NSR Information Office reports1.

Supplementary Figure 3. Shipping along the Northwest Passage (NWP). Average
number of different types of vessels along the Northeast Passage between 2011 and
2014. The average number of ships is calculated by first aggregating the number of
vessels per grid cell for latitudes larger than 66.5 °N and then averaging for longitudes
in the range 200-245 °E.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Annual transits in the Northeast Passage (NEP) between
2009 and 2014. Data correspond to values reported by Ref. 1 between 2011 and 2014
(filled symbols), and by Ref. 2 between 2009 and 2011 (empty symbols). Note: the
values in Ref. 2 may refer to vessels rather than to transits. An exponential fitting of the
form eat (continuous line) gives a characteristic parameter a=.66 ±18 (SD), which
corresponds to a relative annual increase of 94%. Alternatively a linear regression gives
an average annual increase of 13±3 vessels per year (a correlation coefficient of 0.89 for
the linear regression and an exponential regression of 0.85).
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Supplementary Figure 5. Percentage of Arctic occupancy and ice extent. (A) Earth
fraction (red, scale on left axis) and ice occupancy (blue, scale on right axis) as a
function of latitude. Ice4 is represented for April (dotted) and September (dashed) of
2014 by highlighting in darker blue, as they are the months with most and least ice,
respectively. The lighter dotted blue curves correspond to the remaining months. The
space between the red and blue curves shows the fraction of open water. (B) The ratio
of grid cells occupied by ship (AShips) and by sea (AOpen Water) as a function of latitude.
Values larger than 1 indicate navigation across the ice. April (solid red line) and
September (solid black line) of 2014 are highlighted, as they are the months with more
and less sea ice, respectively. The dotted curves show the rest of the months. (C) The
ratio of area covered by ships (AShips) and open water (AOpen Water) in the entire Arctic
sea as a function of month.

Supplementary Figure 6. Arctic occupancy per month with latitude. Percentage of
occupied grid cells as a function of the month with latitude for the vessels under the
category of other.
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Supplementary Table 1. Regression of area occupied by vessels with time and area
covered by ice. We analyzed the monthly data from June 2010 to December 2014 on
ice extent and shipping by vessel type. We perform a regression of the area occupied by
each type of vessel, Avtype, as a function of time and ice area, Avtype=α+βAice+γt, where α
is the intercept and is an offset to the statistical model needed to fit the data; β is the
effect of the ice covered area and is interpreted as the extra units of area covered by the
specific type of vessels when an extra area unit is covered by ice, given that time is kept
fixed (this coefficient is expected to be negative); and γ is the effect of time and is
interpreted as the extra area units covered by the specific type of vessels when a time
unit is added, keeping the ice covered area constant. If the area covered by shipping is
only driven by the ice-covered area, i.e., by the available free-ice area, γ can’t be
statistically different from 0. On the contrary, if γ is statistically different from 0 there is
a temporal increase (for γ>0) [decrease, for γ<0] in the shipping area, independent on
ice-coverage. Furthermore we will characterize the goodness of the fit to the data by R 2,
which measures the percentage of variation in the data explained by the statistical
model. The fitting values show that the shipping area increases with decreasing ice

coverage (β=-0.70 ± 0.04) and increases with time at a rate γ=126 ± 58 103km2/year.
The coefficients obtained depending on the type of vessel are shown in the table.
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